ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION CONFERENCE

JULY 29-31

STROUD WATER RESOURCES CENTER
AVONDALE, PA

TRAIN-THE-TRAINERS

CONNECTING ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

8:30am- 4:00pm Daily
$375 Registration Fee
Breakfast and Lunch Provided

Join Earth Force to learn how to incorporate civic experiences into your education programming. This three-day workshop provides hands-on training in action civics and environmental learning. We will explore a variety of environmental topics and how they apply to participants’ communities. They then will take the knowledge they learned and train educators in their local communities with continued Earth Force support.

Participants will learn how to enhance their environmental education program by engaging students in local environmental policy initiatives/goals.

Supported by:

EARTHFORCE.ORG
PARTICIPANTS CAN EXPECT TO:

- Gain skills in project-based learning
- Create a strong peer network
- Learn/hear from a variety of guest speakers
- Become fully trained in Action Civics
- Know where to find local environmental goals/initiatives
- Learn how to host Earth Force Educator Trainings
- Further integrate Civics into environmental education

In the first year after training, participants are supported by small group, virtual meetings to reinforce their training and to address challenges and questions that arise. In subsequent years, Earth Force Trainers are given the opportunity to meet with peers through our online network of trainers, and will have the opportunity to participate in twice a year refresher webinars.

For more information, please reach out to: gscarsella@earthforce.org or

[Click To Register Today!]